Access Guide to Cass ny Hawin
Manx National Heritage has the guardianship of many ancient monuments in the landscape.
A number of these sites are publicly accessible. Please note in most circumstances the land
is not in the ownership of Manx National Heritage and visits are made at your own risk.
We recognise that visiting the Island’s ancient monuments can present difficulties for
people with disabilities. We have prepared an access guide for visiting Cass ny Hawin to help
you plan your visit. This access guide does not contain personal opinions as to suitability for
those with access needs but aims to accurately describe the environment at the site.

Introduction
A site used over a number of ages including the Mesolithic (approx. 8000-4000BC), Iron Age
(approx. 500BC-500AD) and Viking (approx.800-1100AD) periods. The site shows evidence
of both domestic and defensive occupation and overlooks an inlet (pictured below) perhaps
providing a deterrent against invaders or raiders. The Viking promontory fort is now eroded
to much less than its original size but may once have contained a roundhouse and defensive
palisade walls. 200m south of the fort, similar erosion has revealed Mesolithic stone tools, a
hearth and artefacts suggesting it was used as a temporary camp for hunter-gatherers
around 5700BC. Many of the finds from the site can be seen in the Manx Museum.
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The inlet beneath Cass ny Hawin

Getting to Cass ny Hawin
Map Reference: SC 2961 6887 / SC 2977 6904

By Car: From Douglas follow the main A5 route towards Castletown for approximately
10km. In Ballasalla, turn first left at the roundabout by the Whitestone Inn. Cross the train
tracks and take the next left onto Balthane Road (pictured below) and follow the road until
it ends. Turn left and continue for 450m towards the entrance of the quarry. You will pass
several lay-bys, but please avoid parking in these as they are used by local workers.

The roundabout, marking the entrance to Balthane Industrial Estate
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Prior to the quarry entrance, there is a parking area for Cass ny Hawin (pictured below).
Once you have left your car, continue walking along the road for the next 300m. There is
gate where the road ends (pictured below). Go through this gate, and directly across the
field. There is an approximately 250m walk from the gate to the site itself. However, the
ground is hilly and quite uneven. Please be aware that the field can potentially be used for
livestock; if so, take care not to bother the animals. As you have crossed the centre of the
field, the site will become clearly visible (pictured below).

The lay-by available for parking

The gateway
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Cass ny Hawin, from the centre of the field

By Bus: Using the A5 bus route between Douglas and Castletown, disembark at Balthane
Industrial Estate. There are bus stops on both the North and South bound carriageways. If
travelling from the South, you will have to cross the road. Traffic is limited to 30mph along
this road, but please ensure you cross safely. Once across, continue down Balthane Road for
about a kilometre, even after the pavement ends. This road is used by quarry workers, so
you may encounter heavy goods vehicles in the area. However, there is plenty of room for
both you and any passing vehicles. After the road makes a left-hand turn, follow it for
another 750m. At the end of the road, go through this gate (pictured above) and over the
crest of the small hill in the field. Once you have done this, Cass ny Hawin will be close and
easily visible. Please visit www.iombusandrail.im for more information on bus timetables.
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Access for Visitors
There is no vehicular access to Cass ny Hawin, although there are parking spaces available
on the nearby road.

There are no toilets or visitor facilities at the site.

There is a gate to the field where Cass ny Hawin sits, please ensure that this gate is closed
after use.

There is no interpretation present at the site.

The road through Balthane Industrial Estate is, for the most part, quite even, with the larger
potholes being easy to avoid. It is also mostly flat, allowing for a fairly easy walk / drive.
Cass ny Hawin’s field is quite uneven and may prove difficult to traverse with a wheelchair.
Despite being a longer route, the edges of the field are much smoother and easier to walk
along. With this, walking around the hill in the centre of the field, where the ground is at its
most uneven, may be a more apt solution.

The ground around the edge of the field
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Further Information
Please observe the Isle of Man Country Code when visiting ancient monuments in the
landscape. This is to protect yourselves, the wildlife, farm animals, and to preserve the
natural beauty of the Manx countryside.

Please remember that you are responsible for your own safety and for others in your care,
so dress appropriately, wear stout footwear, be prepared for changes in weather and other
events. We recommend letting someone else know where you are going and when you
expect to return. Remember to bring your mobile phone with you, but don’t assume you
will always get reception at some of the more remote sites.

If you would like to speak to a member of our team about visiting Cass ny Hawin or other
ancient monument sites please email: enquiries@mnh.im. For more detailed information
about the site please see ‘A Guide to the Archaeological Sites of the Isle of Man up to
1500AD’ by Andrew Johnson and Allison Fox (Culture Vannin, 2017), available to purchase
from the Manx Museum Gallery Shop and online: www.manxnationalheritage.im
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